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The First Battle of Gettysburg: April 22, 1861
Abstract
The fears of invasion voiced by the residents of south-central Pennsylvania prior to the Gettysburg Campaign
are often the subject of ridicule in books and articles written on the battle. But to appreciate the events that
occurred during the summer of 1863, it is necessary to understand how the citizens were affected by the
constant rumors of invasion during the first two years of the war. And although there were many such scares
prior to the battle, nothing reached the level of anxiety that was felt during the first few days of the war. On
Monday morning, April 15, 1861, following the surrender of Fort Sumter, Abraham Lincoln issued a
proclamation calling for 75,000 volunteers from the loyal states to suppress the Rebellion so as to "maintain
the honor, the integrity, and existence of our national Union." [excerpt]
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newspapers of the day that prior to the firing on Fort Sumter, there was much division in 
the North as to the proper response to the secession crisis. But following the surrender 
of that fort, "the whole country seemed to awaken as from the trouble of a feverish 
dream." According to Abraham Lincoln's secretary, John G. Nicholay: 
Cross-purpose and perplexed counsel faded from the public mind. Parties 
vanished from politics. Universal opinion recognized but two rallying-
points--the camps of the South which gathered to assail the Union, and the 
armies of the North that rose to defend it. From every Governor of the 
Free States came a prompt response of readiness to furnish to the 
President the desired quota of militia. In almost every county of the North 
was begun the enlistment of volunteers. Meetings, speeches, and 
parades voiced the public exhortation to patriotism. Flags and badges 
symbolized an eager and universal loyalty. Munificent individual 
donations, and subscriptions, and liberal appropriations from State 
Legislatures and municipal councils, poured forth lavish contributions to 
arm, clothe, and equip the recruits. More than double the number of men 
required tendered their service. Before the lapse of forty-eight hours, 
armed companies and regiments of volunteers were in motion toward the 
expected border of conflict.2 
The response in south-central Pennsylvania was much like that across the entire 
north. In Hanover, York County, Pennsylvania, the editor of the Spectator predicted a 
long and bloody struggle but gave assurance that the resolve of the northern citizens 
would see the war through to the end. 
The intelligence received here from Baltimore on Saturday and Sunday 
last by telegraph, announcing the surrender of Fort Sumter, caused an 
immense excitement among all classes of our citizens. At first it was 
generally doubted and disbelieved, but on Sunday afternoon about 5 
o'clock, a dispatch was received which again asserted that Fort Sumter 
had surrendered and was in the hands of the Secessionists, which at last 
convinced many of the truth of the previous dispatches. On Monday a very 
large number of persons collected at the depot and the post office on the 
arrival of the train and mails, to hear the confirmation of the surrender of 
Sumter. Every person now believes that a civil war, the most terrible the 
world ever saw, has been inaugurated by this uncalled for action of the hot 
blooded traitors of Charleston; and persons of both parties, Republicans 
and Democrats, with a few insignificant exceptions denounce the 
Confederate States in unmeasured terms and declared their intention of 
standing by the "stars and stripes" at all hazards. Our citizens have never 
been found wanting in their patriotism and devotion to the Union, and if 
called upon to fight the battles of the Union , every sword will leap from its 
scabbard and an enthusiastic and generous response be made. --The war 
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enthusiasm runs high, and even old, gray haired men feeling the fire of 
patriotism rekindled in their veins speak of taking up arms, and enlisting 
under the glorious banner of the Union. We tell the hot-blooded traitors 
and Secessionists of the South, that a terrible and active war spirit has 
been created and aroused in the North, which will, if they do not give up 
their traitorous designs, sweep with the speed of a whirl-wind over the 
South with fire and sword, and exterminate from the face of the earth, the 
miserable and cowardly traitors who have dared to strike a blow at the 
integrity and prosperity of the Federal Union, and which will proudly bear 
triumphantly aloft the glorious flag of our country, the Stars and Stripes, 
untarnished and unsullied, and with not a "star obscured nor a single stripe 
erased."3 
As in any crisis, it is often difficult for the opposition party to support the actions 
of the president. And with the outbreak of rebell1on several Democratic newspapers 
were quick to say "I told you so." The Valley Spirit in nearby Franklin County went so 
far as to state that "every man who voted for Lincoln voted deliberately and knowingly 
for a dissolution of the Union."4 The York Gazette spoke for many Democrats 
throughout the North in an editorial printed on April t6. 
The crisis has been reached and what we have so long feared, Civil War, 
is commenced. The Republican party after succeeding in electing their 
sectional candidates, and destroying the Union, have refused all the 
compromise preferred by the friends of the union North and South, and 
determined to adhere to the Chicago platform regardless of 
consequences. Instead of seeking a peaceable solution of our difficulties 
by compromises and concession. they have chosen the sword and now 
the extremes of both sections are about to deluge the country with the 
blood of brothers ... .The sectionalists of the North have by their anti-
compromise course, co-operated with the disunionists of the South. Civil 
War is now a reality. The worst passions of the people North and South 
are aroused. God only knows when and where our unhappy fraternal 
strife shall end. 5 
Even after the firing on Fort Sumter, many Democrats still hoped for a peaceful 
resolution. But it was evident very quickly that no compromise would be reached. On 
April17, the Pennsylvania state legislature adopted resolutions pleading the "faith, 
credit and resources of the state, in both men and money" in order "to subdue the 
rebellion" and punish the traitors. The resolutions passed unanimously, every Democrat 
in the Senate and the House voting in support. And following this event, Democratic 
newspapers altered the tone of the ir editorials. According to the York Gazette, "The 
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Democratic Party of Pennsylvania are true to the Union, and will ever defend the 
National flag from insult and dishonor. A difference of opinion may exist in reference to 
the policy of the Administration, but since the war has been commenced the 
Government must be sustained at every hazard and every extremity."6 The Lancaster 
lntelligencer gave much the same opinion when it declared, "now that war has 
commenced--no matter who is at fault--it is the duty of all of our citizens, irrespective of 
party, to stand by the old flag, with its glorious stars and stripes, and support the 
government in all proper and legitimate efforts to bring the contest to a successful 
issue .... We go for our country, our whole country, and nothing but our country."7 In 
Gettysburg, Henry Stahle, editor of the Democratic Compiler, also urged his readers to 
put their political differences aside and rally round the flag. 
That we earnestly opposed the election of Abraham Lincoln, as well as his 
policy since his inauguration, is well known to all readers. We have 
spared no occasion to urge a peaceful settlement of the country's 
troubles--a settlement based upon a fair compromise between the two 
sections. All efforts in that direction, however having failed, and War 
being now actually upon the 
country, the solemn question 
presents itself, what is our duty 
in this terrible emergency? Ex-
President Buchanan, Ex-
President Fillmore, Gen. Cass, 
Senator Douglas, Senator Bigler, 
Hon. Wm. Wilkins, and many 
others of note throughout the 
North, though differing with the 
Administration politically, have 
answered the inquiry, by 
declaring themselves squarely in 
favor of sustaining the 
Government. The same stand is 
taken, too, by the press of all 
parties. It is our position. We 
have a government, to which we 
owe allegiance, and it is our duty 
to sustain it. Whilst proclaiming 
our policy to be for a speedy 
peace, we will stand by the old 
flag.s 
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Even before the president issued his proclamation on June 15, Governor Andrew 
Curtin had called on the state legislature to appropriate funds for the munitions of war 
and for the purpose of calling up troops. And as a result, the state was well prepared to 
answer the President's call.9 Upon the firing on Fort Sumter, militia units from all over 
the state were offering their services to the Governor. Shortly after the call for 
volunteers, Secretary of War Simon Cameron informed Governor Curtin that 
Pennsylvania would be called upon to supply sixteen regiments. Two of these 
regiments were wanted in Washington within three days.10 In a matter of hours, Curtin 
had received pledges to fill his quota. But the pledges did not stop and he soon found 
himself in the awkward position of turning away volunteers.11 
For the citizens of Gettysburg, the days following the outbreak of war were filled 
with "suppressed expectancy, full of bustle and bus1ness, preparation for impending 
war."12 As soon as the proclamation of the president reached town a meeting was 
called of the Gettysburg Independent Blues. On the morning of April 16, Charles Henry 
Buehler, commander of the Blues, traveled to Harrisburg for "information and to make 
arrangements." Upon his return that evening, another meeting was called and steps 
were undertaken to prepare the unit in answer to the president's call.13 
Like many of these volunteer units across the North and South, the Blues were 
fa r from a state of readiness for actual combat. Many of these volunteer militia 
organizations were merely social clubs, where members gathered occasionally to dnll. 
Their primary function was to appear at funerals, parades and Fourth of July picnics, on 
which occasions the members attended in their brightly colored uniforms and performed 
their own particular evolution of arms. To belong to such an organization was 
considered an honor and members of the Independent Blues were among the most 
respected men of the town. 
From an article in the Star and Banner it is evident that the Blues numbered less 
than fifty men at the outbreak of the war. About twenty more joined following the 
proclamation of the president. And each day thereafter their strength increased until 
ranks swelled to an estimated 130 to 150 men. When the Blues finally reached the 
mustering point at York. however, they discovered that the size of each company was 
limited by the state to 77 men in the ranks. Some of the extra men were able to join up 
with other companies , but the rest returned home disappointed. The names of all of the 
men who traveled to York are not known, but the officers and men who were mustered 
in as Company E, 2nd Pennsylvania are listed in newspapers of the day.14 
Initially, the Blues were expected to report to Harrisburg immediately, however, 
arrangements were made with the other militia units in the region. On June 17, 
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Whereas, this meeting has been called by the Burgess irrespective 
of political parties, and whereas, it is the duty of the citizens of this state to 
give expression to their views and purposes in this emergency, therefore 
Resolved, that humiliating as is the present distracted and perilous 
condition of the country, and however variant may be our views to the 
causes which have contributed to the present condition of affairs, in the 
face of the perils now threatening the Republic, it is the duty of every good 
citizen to forget party feelings and partisan distinctions and to unite in a 
common effort to maintain the honor, the integrity and the existence of our 
National Union. 
Resolved, that the series of outrages perpetrated in a portion of the 
Southern States against the rights, honor and integrity of the National 
Government, commencing with the seizure of Forts, Arsenals, Custom 
Houses, munitions, and other property of the Union, and culminating in 
open War in the harbor of Charleston , by the cannonading and capture of 
a Federal Fortress, protected by the Federal Flag--with the threats of high 
officials, directing and controlling these movements, to invade and seize 
the Federal Capital, constitute Rebellion and treason against the 
Government, and call for prompt and energetic action upon the part of all 
good citizens in defense of the Government and the National Union. 
Resolved, that we hereby tender to the National Government the 
expression of a firm determination to support it in all lawful efforts to 
maintain the honor, its dignity and its existence; and in this determination it 
is our purpose to know no party but fearlessly and boldly to tread the path 
of duty in defense of a Government the most glorious on earth --under 
which as a people, in little more than three-fourths of a century, we have 
risen to distinguished rank among the nations of the earth and in whose 
continued preservation our dearest interests of the civilized world, are 
deeply involved_ 
Resolved, that the gallant defense of Fort Sumter by Major 
Anderson and his heroic band, amid the fearful cannonading of the 
batteries by which he was beleaguered, h1s refusal to strike the flag of his 
country until compelled by the exhaustion of his men, attest the qualities of 
true soldier and patriot and demand the grateful recognition of all true and 
loyal citizens.17 
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The same types of meetings were being held in towns and villages all across the 
North and South. As a result of Lincoln's call for volunteers, Virginians met on April17 
and adopted an ordinance of secession.18 Federal authorities were fearful that the 
District of Columbia would soon be attacked. To some extent these fears were justified. 
There were very few soldiers of United States regular army stationed in the Capital. In 
early April, rumors were spreading that a force of 500 southerners under the command 
of Texas Ranger Ben McCulloch was assembling in Virginia in preparation for a raid of 
the District. Their plans, it was said, included the abduction of the president and his 
cabinet. To better insure the protection of the city , Lincoln called out the District of 
Columbia's militia and General Winfield Scott ordered the transfer of several companies 
of soldiers from the west.19 
Virginia had a strong militia, and in fact, even before it seceded, plans were being 
made to capture the United States Armory and Arsenal at Harper's Ferry and the 
Gosport Naval Yard near Norfolk.20 In a well publicized speech following the firing on 
Fort Sumter, Confederate Secretary of War Leroy Walker made the bold prediction that 
the Confederate flag would "float over the dome of the old Capital at Washington, before 
the first day of May." The Richmond Examiner of April 13 reported that "nothing is more 
probable than that President Davis will soon march an army through North Carolina and 
Virginia to Washington."21 According to the Reading Gazette and Democrat: 
It was rumored in Washington that there is a Southern force below of 
twenty thousand men. It is feared an attack will be made in a day or two. 
Rumor says they will shortly make their appearance on the Georgetown 
Heights, for the purpose of bombarding the city. The Southern forces, it is 
said, will be commanded by Jeff. Davis, in person. General consternation 
prevails.22 
A reporter from the Evening Post out of New York, reported on the evening of 
April 19, "from a reliable source, that Jefferson Davis, at the head of the Confederate 
army. is within twenty-four hours' march of Washington."23 Gettysburg was not immune 
from the flying rumors. According to the Compiler: 
Virginia has seceded, and seems to have entered actively upon war 
operations. The act of secession was passed in secret session , in order to 
accomplish certain military movements. The Patriot & Union says it was 
rumored at Harrisburg on Friday that a large force of Virginians, under ex-
Governor [Henry A.] Wise, were on the march to take Washington, and 
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that "it is impossible to suppress the deepest solicitude for its safety. " The 
city is vulnerable from nearly every direction, surrounded as it is by Virginia 
and Maryland_24 
An editorial in the Adams Sentinel warned: 
Official advises from Montgomery indicate that the Confederate Congress 
will, on re-assembling , at once declare war against the United States! 
They are jubilant with their triumph over Fort Sumter, and are determined 
to "go ahead." They will march through Virginia , it is said, to attack the 
North, seize the Capital, and use it as their own. But they have aroused a 
sleeping lion. The North is a host of indomitable energies, that will sweep 
them with the besom of destruction if they venture the hostile foot of 
armed rebels upon our soil. Even now, in our quiet town, whilst writing 
this, the Inspiriting sound of martial music is calling our patriots together, 
to stand up for the government, and its Star- Spangled Banner.25 
With the secession of Virginia, it became imperative that Maryland stay loyal to 
the Union. If that state was lost, the city of Washington would be isolated. Not only 
would the North loss its capital, but its transportation system would be badly disrupted 
with the loss of the railroad network into Baltimore.26 For the residents of 
Pennsylvania, the war suddenly seemed at lot closer than they had expected. Henry 
Eyster Jacobs of Gettysburg noted that "living only about ten miles from the Mason and 
Dixon Line, and the position of Maryland being a matter of uncertainty, there was 
naturally much alarm."27 The line surveyed by Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixon 
during the 1760s to settle a dispute between the Penn and Calvert families had for 
many years been the symbolic border between the North and the South, between free 
and slave states. And now there was a chance that it would become the border of two 
separate countries.2B 
The city of Baltimore, Maryland is located just 50 miles south of Gettysburg. 
S1nce the days of early settlement the residents of south central Pennsylvania have had 
strong economic and social ties with that city. The Baltimore Pike, laid out in 1769, was 
established prior to the founding of Gettysburg and much of southern Adams County 
was originally settled by Marylanders migrating northward. Following the American 
Revolution , the port of Baltimore emerged as an economic powerhouse and by the time 
of the Civil War it was the third largest city in the United States. 
Maryland being a slave state, Baltimore was often considered the northernmost 
southern city. That fact, coupled with its proximity to Washington D.C., made the city a 
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convenient meeting place where the differences between political factions of the North 
and South could be discussed in sort of a middle ground. Baltimore was the site of the 
Democratic National Convention in 1832, 1836, 1840, 1844, 1848, 1852, and of course, 
1860. The Whigs held conventions there in 1831 and 1852, and the Constitution Union 
Party nominated its candidate there in 1860. With all of this political activity, and the 
excitement that it generated, it should come as no surprise that Baltimore had ga1ned a 
reputation for violence. Those wishing to cast dispersions upon the city in the years 
prior to the Civil War often referred to it as "Mobtown."29 
During the 1856 presidential election there were riots in the city as a result of the 
emergence of the Know Nothings as a political force. As a port of entry, Baltimore 
witnessed a huge influx of German and Irish immigration during the 1840s and1850s. 
Maryland was the only state in that election carried by the American Party candidate, 
Millard Fillmore, and it was commonly believed that the mobs of "Plug Uglies" or "Blood 
Tubs" influenced the outcome of the election. 3D During the 1860 campaign. there was 
violence as a result of the conventions held there, and in the November election, 
Kentucky Democrat John C. Breckinridge carried Maryland.31 From the election to the 
outbreak of war, the city was torn between pro-union and pro-secession forces. "The 
attack on Sumter raised the excitement to fever-heat; knots of eager and angry 
disputants might be seen everywhere; and so dangerous seemed the public temper that 
the rnayor, on April 17, 1861 issued a caut1onary proclamation." Recruiting stations 
were established in the city for both the Federal and Confederate armies. 32 There is no 
doubt that Baltimore "was the scene of wildest excitement." Many believed that it 
"would be the seat of war and that a battle would begin in a few days."33 
On April18, 1861, five companies of Pennsylvania soldiers (460 men) passed 
through Baltimore on their way to the defense of the capital. Because of a long 
standing ordinance which prohibited locomotives from running through the city, 
passengers had to walk or ride in horse drawn cars to connecting stations. Traveling 
from Harrisburg over the Northern Central Railroad the Pennsylvanians arrived at 
Bolton Station, and leaving the cars, "orders were given to the men to preserve their 
temper, and to make no reply to anything that should be said to them." Many southern 
sympathizers were angered by the fact that the federal government was attempting to 
ship soldiers through Baltimore to subjugate the peoples of the South. When it was 
learned that the Pennsylvanians were approaching, a mob gathered at the station to 
voice its outrage at the men disembarking the train. 
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At the command 'forward' the mob commenced hooting, jeering, and 
yelling, and proclaimed with oaths, that the troops should not pass through 
their city to fight the South .... Every insult, that could be heaped upon the 
troops, was offered, but no word of reply was elicited, the officers and men 
marching steadily on towards Camden Station. At every step the mob 
increased, until it numbered thousands of the most determined and 
desperate rebels of the war. As the volunteers were boarding the train at 
the station, the angry mob hurled a shower of bricks, clubs, and stones 
into their disorganized ranks ... at length, amidst the demonic yells of the 
crowd, the train moved off, carrying the volunteers safely beyond the 
reach of their desperate assailants.34 
Fortunately for the mob, the Pennsylvanians were not armed. They would not be 
so fortunate the following day. Badly wounded in the melee, however, was a colored 
servant of Captain James Wren named Nickoles Biddle. According to many histories of 
the Rebellion, Biddle was the f1rst actual combat casualty of the war. That evening the 
Pennsylvanians finally reached Washington and were quartered in the halls of the 
House of Representatives. Being the first soldiers to arrive in that city in answer to 
President Lincoln's call, "they were immediately supplied with arms and accouterments 
and were put to barricading the Capitol with barrels of flour and cement."35 Meanwhile, 
authorities in Maryland dispatched Governor Curtin that "the feeling was Intense in 
Baltimore, and that no more troops could pass through the city."36 Curtin , in returned, 
telegraphed Washington and asked for some clarification. He was told that Maryland 
Governor Thomas Hicks "has neither the right nor authority to stop troops corning to 
Washington. Send them on prepared to fight their way through, if necessary." And of 
course, this is exactly what they would have to do.37 
Also on evening of the 18th, several hundred Virginia militiamen marched on the 
United States Armory and Arsenal at Harper's Ferry. The federal garrison at that point 
was rnade up of a small force of United States Regulars under the command of 
Lieutenant Roger Jones. When word of the intended attack arrived at the arsenal Jones 
ordered the outnumbered defenders to set fire to the works. About 10 P.M. an 
explosion ripped through the n1ght air as the soldiers made their way across the 
Potomac into Maryland. The townspeople soon extinguished the fire, but Jones had 
destroyed some 15,000 muskets, preventing them from falling into the hands of the 
Rebels. The garrison marched all night to Hagerstown and then on to Chambersburg 
where the men arrived the next morning, exhausted and foot sore.38 
The events of April 19, 1861 only served to exacerbate an already tense 
situation. Violence erupted in the streets of Baltimore as troops again moved through 
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In the city of York, news of the riot "caused the most intense excitement." 
According to the York Gazette, "our citizens began to realize that the war, which before 
they had regarded as afar off, had now. reached our immediate neighborhood."42 In 
Lancaster a dispatch reported "the most alarming state of affairs now prevails .... Parties 
of half frantic men are running through the streets" of Baltimore "with guns and pistols, 
all the stores are closed and business generally suspended, and the population are in a 
state of dread, uncertain what is yet to happen."43 About 3 o'clock, a dispatch reached 
Hanover alerting that town that "an infuriated and drunken mob," had attacked "a 
detachment of Boston Volunteers," with "stones, pistols, &c, and the troops immediately 
retaliated upon them, killing and wounding a large number of rioters." The rest of the 
day the people of Hanover were kept in a state of "great anxiety and suspense. The 
Hanover Spectator recorded that the news of the riot in Baltimore "had the effect of 
increasing the excitement and feeling to such an extent as we never before witnessed. 
Men of all parties swore that they would stand by the Union, and would do all in their 
power to aid and further the President in his efforts to concentrate troops to defend the 
National Capitol from the attack of the secessionists."44 
In Gettysburg on April 19, a "magnificent pole 120 feet above the ground was 
erected in the middle of the public square and at 6 o 'clock P.M. the Stans and Stripes 
were run up amid hearty cheering." Speeches were then made. "The day was cold and 
disagreeable," according to the Star and Banner, "but the inclemency of the weather 
seemed to have no effect to dampen the ardor of the waiting crowds."45 Following the 
flag raising, there was a meeting at the courthouse in order to form a committee "to take 
measures to provide for the families" of those men who were volunteering in answer to 
the president's caiJ.46 
At some point on the late afternoon of the 19th, news of the riot in Maryland 
reached Gettysburg. According to one resident , 'The nation was electrified with the 
account of a riot in Baltimore .... The rising storm was a hurricane. People trembled at 
thought to what was to follow."47 Word also reached Gettysburg of the destruction of 
the United States Arsenal at Harper's Ferry and the build up of secessionists forces 
there.4B 
At 10:30 that night, a train was run from Gettysburg over to Hanover, "filled with 
men all anxious to hear the latest news from Baltimore. A procession was formed and 
they proceeded into town,'' stopping in front of the Central Hotel "where several patriotic 
speeches were made." Bands played and patriotic songs were sung. After an hour the 
Gettysburg men returned to the train "amidst the cheers of the large crowd who 
escorted them out."49 
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An unholy war has been made upon all that every American patriot holds 
dear--the Union, the Constitution, and the liberties of our fathers. This 
infernal rebellion must be put down. Federal troops have been assailed 
and shot down by an organized band of rebels, in the city of Baltimore, 
while going to defend the capital of our country. The blood of patriots has 
been shed by traitors. Their treason must be wiped out, and those who 
concocted it must be shot or hung like the vile-dogs that they are, else we 
all shall become the slaves of such nigger-drivers as Jeff. Davis, Drunken 
Wigfall, and the other arch-traitors who lend in this unholy crusade against 
Liberty and Justice .55 
On the evening of the 20th, a consultation was held in York among the leaders 
of the Pennsylvania militia that were gathering there. About 150 men were assembled 
and before midnight they were sent over the rail road towards Baltimore "to guard the 
track and bridges on the line of the road from further damage. They were stationed in 
squads from Parkton towards York."56 
It would be some time before the railroads through Baltimore could be put back in 
working order. Because of the interruption of service along the Northern Central 
Railroad, a coach line was temporarily established to run passengers from Gettysburg 
to Westminster where they could travel over the Western Maryland Railroad to 
Baltimore. 57 The city of York deeply regretted the severing of business relations with 
Baltimore. However, arrangements were quickly made with concessions at Wrightsville 
and Columbia (at reduced rates) for transportation of goods to and from Philadelphia.58 
On the evening of April 20, there was a large gathering around the "Liberty Pole" 
in the Diamond of Gettysburg. About 60 of the Independent Blues attended the 
ceremony in civilian dress .59 The Adams Sentinel called it "a most impressive scene." 
The Blues paraded and marched around the beautiful pole just erected, 
from which the Stars and Stripes had just commenced to stream, and 
there with uplifted hand and bare heads, took the solemn obligation of 
loyalty to the United States and the State of Pennsylvania. For the time 
there was a solemn stillness, and all felt deeply the thrilling interest of the 
scene.60 
Also on that day, a cavalry detachment of Untied States Regulars from Carlisle 
passed through the town of Gettysburg en route to Washington D.C. 'This troop 
encamped several miles south of the town that night. "Early the next morning they were 
gone. According to one resident they "gathered their tents like the Arabs and silently 
stole away."61 
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On Sunday, June 21, William Wilson of Bendersville summarized the situation in 
his diary, "Great commotion. Baltimore under mob law. Great political excitement. A 
struggle between Freedom & Slavery. The arsenal at Harper's Ferry blown up. The 
different railroads coming 1nto Baltimore torn up and the c1ty under mob rule."62 In 
Harrisburg, there was even greater anxiety. Communications with Washington were still 
cut off, and volunteers were pouring in from all over the state. How to best get the 
troops through or around Baltimore was uppermost in the minds of the authorities. 53 
That morning, a large force under the command of General George C. Wynkoop was 
put onto trains and sent to Cockeysville, Maryland to reinforce the troops sent the 
previous evening from York_ 54 "This movement was made with the design of protecting 
the bridges on this road, and eventually of opening communication with Washington, 
which, since the passage of the Massachusetts troop, had been broken." This force of 
some 2,000 or 3,000 men was made up primarily of the Pennsylvania Volunteers who 
were in the process of being organized at Harrisburg.Bs 
In the midst of this excitement, rumors were making their rounds, even at the 
highest levels. Governor Curtin "received news that a battle is raging at Baltimore in an 
attempt to take Fort McHenry." The cannonading, it was said, could be distinctly heard 
at Harve de Grace, Maryland, along the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore 
Railroad.66 And about noon on the 21st, a dispatch was received from Chambersburg 
informing the governor that three United States soldiers, formerly with the garrison at 
Harper's Ferry had just come in. They had been left behind to scout the Maryland side 
of the Potomac River and now had positive information that 6,000 or 7,000 rebels were 
at Harper's Ferry under the command of Colonel Allen and General Harmer, and 5,000 
more with 15 pieces of artillery were marching to that place from Richmond under the 
command of Colonel Robert E. Lee. "They design to invade Maryland [and] make the 
Mason-Dixon Line the line of warfare."67 Shocked by the news, Curtin fired off a 
number of dispatches to Alexander K. McClure in Chambersburg and Lieutenant Jones 
who he thought to be at Carlisle, to check on the veracity of the clairn.68 Meanwhile, the 
scouts from Harper's Ferry were conversing freely with every Pennsylvania citizen they 
encountered, causing much unnecessary anx1ety. According to a correspondent of the 
Lancaster Express writing from Chambersburg: 
This town is in high state of excitement. Fears are entertained that a 
demonstration will be made on this place and vicinity by the 
Secessionists, who are concentrated at Harper's Ferry, to the number of 
four or five thousand. The citizens of Chambersburg think the object of 
the raid on Chambersburg, by the Secessionists of Maryland and Virginia, 
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is to secure the gold and sliver in the vaults of the Chambersburg Bank, 
and to pillage the stores, houses, &c ... .The citizens of the town and 
country are fully sensible to the danger with which they are surrounded, 
and are active in making preparations for the defense of Chambersburg 
and the villages along the border .... Companies are being formed. Citizens 
of the town and country are arming themselves with rifle, shot guns, &c. 
and threaten to give the traitors from Virginia and Maryland a warm 
reception in case they venture out on their robbing expedition .... The crops 
look exceedingly well through Cumberland Valley and Franklin County; 
and as I passed through th1s charming valley I could not help but reflect 
that, alas! how soon those green fields may be the scenes of blood and 
carnage.69 
The rumors turned out to be gross exaggerations in fact, and much valuable time 
and energy was wasted on such reports. But as a result, a mounted patrol was 
organized to guard the Maryland line against surprise, and Curtin gave A. K. McClure 
the responsibility of keeping him informed as to the developing situation in 
Chambersburg.?O 
That same Sunday morning a number of wagons arrived in Hanover, 
Pennsylvania with families "who had to fly from Baltimore to save their lives." As soon 
as "they drew up in front of the hotels [they] were besieged by tremendous crowds of 
people, eager to obtain the latest news from that city."71 About 10:30 a messenger 
arnved with an order calling for the volunteer company from Hanover to report to York at 
soon as possible. 
Messengers were immediately sent out through the country to notify the 
country members to repair to town without delay, and persons were 
dispatched to the different churches in town to notify such of the members 
of the companies as were present to repair without delay to their armories. 
We are informed by a person who was present in the Lutheran church at 
the time, that a solemn and profound stillness prevailed the entire 
congregation when the pastor, Rev. M. J. Alleman, announced that if any 
of the members of the military companies were present, they should repair 
without delay to their armories, as their services were immediately needed 
by their country, to uphold the Union and the Constitution. Many of the 
ladies present shed tears , on account of their husbands, brothers and 
lovers being obliged to leave their homes to enter the battlefield. The 
scene is said to have been solemnly touching and impressive.72 
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One can only imagine the scenes that were enacted that night 1n homes all over 
the town as loved ones spent their last hours with their friends, sons, husbands and 
fathers. On the next morning, April 22, the families of the Independent Blues gathered 
in the center of the town to bid farewell to the men and boys from the town entering into 
their country's service. 
From an early hour the streets around the depot and the express office 
were crowded with wives, children , brothers and friends of the officers and 
privateers. The bank behind the rai lroad near the depot was covered by 
ladies anxious to testify their kind feelings and sympathy for the soldiers.--
As each man came down, ready for the cars, his hand was seized and 
shaken, and God bless you and the country filled the air.-- No soldiers 
ever went to war with warmer wishes, more ardent prayers than the 
gallant volunteers of Adams. 75 
According to Leander Warren, who was a young boy at the time, "The morning 
they left Gettysburg there were more tears shed than ever before or since. The scene 
was very touching , because no one expected to see the boys come back alive."76 In 
recalling the events surrounding the outbreak of the war, Albertus McCreary noted: 
Our only local excitement was the departure for the seat of war of a town 
company, the "Independent Blues," in response to Lincoln's call for 
soldiers. That was, as I well remember, a thrilling as well as a sad time. 
Almost every family had some member among them. My oldest brother 
[William T. McCreary] marched away with the rest. How grand they 
looked! and how eager we boys were to go with them! They were loaded 
with gifts from their friends, and I remember, every man was provided with 
a Bible and woolen socks.77 
At 7:40A.M. the train slowly drew out of the Gettysburg depot, "amidst the roar of 
cannon and the cheers and 'good byes' of an immense concourse of people."7B At 
some point prior to their departure, a letter was delivered to Captain Charles H. Buehler, 
the commander of the Blues. It was a letter of encouragement from James Wilson of 
Fairfield, in which he expressed some of his thoughts on the upcoming war. Apparently, 
Buehler retained the letter and in 1887 it was published in the Gettysburg Star and 
Sentinel. 
This war is not of our Government's choosing. It behooves all sound men 
to rally round its standard, sustain its stars and stripes which is the 
cherished emblem of our glorious country. I would not that nay should 
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[not], for one moment, doubt the issue of this contest. We can and will 
Damn the rebels like damnation (this may thought profanity, but it is only 
the effervescence of patriotism), and then dictate the terms of peace. 
Arouse then, my young countrymen; arouse. Go forth and avenge your 
country's wrongs, for the aged cannot. I am now in the 83d year of my life, 
and in the long course of it I have not known a time in which young men 
had so fair an opportunity of earning renown for themselves and their 
country. In the outset we may and probably will meet disaster, as we have 
heretofore in our wars. Don't get discouraged at them. Up and at it again; 
avoid our former errors if defeat is attributed to our errors. When we get 
into the right hang of it, we can whip any equal number on God's earth, 
having equal advantages, with Gen. [Winfield] Scott's command and 
strategy. Our brave soldiers will soon learn that discipline and 
subordination is essential to success in all armies. Without it the military 
arm would be but an armed rabble. Go-go-then, my brave boys. Go-your 
country calls, and may heaven's choicest gifts attend you now and 
hereafter. Excuse me. When I get on this War subject as my whole soul 
is in it, my pen runs off with me.79 
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Part II 
Monday, April 22 would be a day well remembered by the residents of Hanover 
and Ge11ysburg. A string of unfortunate circumstances was to set off a chain of events 
that would resonate across the whole of south-central Pennsylvania. With the departure 
of the areas volunteer militia units, the proximity of the Maryland border and the 
troubling news coming out of that state, a strong feeling of anxiety permeated the air. In 
Hanover a meeting was held at the market house that morning in order to organize a 
"Home Guard for the defense and protection of the town." Speeches were made, 
officers were chosen and the men were drilled in the center of town. According to the 
Hanover Spectator: 
In the afternoon the guards paraded to the number of three or four 
hundred men all armed. They were drilled in the Square for about an 
hour, and went through the evolutions in a highly creditable manner. The 
organization of this corps is a step in the right direction, and we think will 
go far toward placing our town out of danger from an attack. The number 
of men now under arms in town, is supposed to be from eight hundred to 
one thousandBD 
With the high state of excitement, and the large number of men under arms 
looking for a fight, it is not surprising that they found one. The trouble all started when a 
regular army captain named Walter H. Jenifer rode into Hanover from Carlisle Barracks. 
Jenifer, a native of Maryland, was returning to his home on leave, while in the process 
of resigning his commission in the 2nd United States Cavalry. Earlier that morning, a 
dispatch had been received at the office of Governor Andrew Curtin in Harrisburg. 
Lieut. Jenifer, late of the U.S. Army returned from Texas, now resigned, 
has rnade himself acquainted far as possible as to the movement of 
troops. He fled this morning towards York and Hanover, is being pursued, 
but has considerable start. Might he be headed off by telegraph at York or 
Hanover?81 
Governor Curtin , fearing that he was "deserting to the secessionists with valuable 
information," sent dispatches to the towns along the Maryland border, ordering Jenifer's 
arrest should he appear. Not being aware that his actions had come under some 
suspicion, the captain arrived in Hanover about 5 o'clock that afternoon and rode up to 
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Confirming Jenifer's statement is an account printed in the Hanover Herald in 
1885 which gave a very similar version of the same event: 
To allay the angry and excited feelings of the crowd, some of whose 
members had begun to threaten personal violence, Capt. Jenifer was 
permitted to address the people from a window of the hotel which he did in 
a way that was satisfactory for the time being. But shortly afterwards the 
burgess was handed a letter from a homesick member of one of the 
volunteer companies written from York to his father, condemning the 
action of the state authorities in taking them away from their homes where 
they might soon be needed to defend their families against an expected 
attack of Baltimore rowdies. Without considering dates or circumstances, 
the burgess, who should have set an example of calmness, courage and 
deliberation, now flung reason to the winds and throwing up the window of 
the hotel, shouted: "To Arms! To Arms! The Baltimore rowdies are 
coming to destroy the town and Jenifer was to lead them." This was like 
apply1ng a lighted match to gunpowder. A fearful panic ensued.B4 
The Mayor (or Burgess) of Hanover who seems to have lost control was 
apparently Jeremiah Kohler. He was also commander in chief of the newly formed 
Home Guard. According to the Hanover Spectator of April 26, 1861: 
On Monday evening about 5 o'clock, a terrible excitement pervaded our 
town in consequence of a rumor getting out, stating that 200 Rowdies and 
Secessionists from Baltimore. were on the outskirts of the town, ready to 
plunder and fire the town. The alarm bells were rung and an immense 
number of men were immediately assembled in the Market Square, 
armed with every conceivable kind of weapon , and ready to sell their lives 
in defense of the town .... great preparations were made for an active and 
vigorous defense, cannon being planted in Market Square so as to 
command and rake all the streets leading thereto; barricades were also 
erected at the end of Baltimore Street.85 
One barricade, said to have been located on Baltimore Street at its intersection 
with Pleasant Street, consisted of "wagons, plows, boxes, wheel-barrows, lumber and 
anything handy." The barricade became known as "Fort Mulgrew," after an old soldier 
who "at that time was very much under the influence of liquor" and could hear "shooting 
everywhere. "86 
Cyrus Cart, an 1860 graduate of Franklin and Marshall College, and a student of 
the Theological Seminary in Mercersburg, was visiting with a friend at the home of 
Stephen Keefer in Hanover. In 1885, he detailed the "confusion, exaggeration, 
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suspense, anxiety and imaginary horrors," that he witnessed that day. About 5 P.M. 
they were sitting down to supper when the maid "rushed in with the startling report that 
the Baltimore Rowdies were coming to destroy the town." 
We ridiculed the report as absurd and preposterous. She begged us to 
come to the front door and see for ou rselves. We went and sure enough 
the "rumors of wars" were such that we felt it our duty to arm ourselves for 
the coming fray. We got a gun in the wareroom attached to the premises 
and a lot of ammunition out of the store and hastened to the market house 
where the people were massing to resist the invaders .... Horsemen 
galloped to and fro warning the people of the impending danger.-- Stores 
and dwellings were closed up. Women and children terror stricken were 
screaming, fainting, and fleeing to the country. Men were shouting, firing 
alarm guns and tolling bells. Some very ludicrous as well as distressing 
scenes occurred. One woman seized a large feather-bed and fled from 
her house toward the country, leaving articles of far greater value and 
much less bulk and weight behind. A young woman snatched up her child 
and hastened several squares when its screams attracted the attention of 
persons less excited, who discovered that its frightened mother was 
carrying it with head downwards. One old gentleman was short of 
ammunition. Mounting his old horse, in woman fashion, with gun in one 
hand, he dashed up and down the street shouting in Pennsylvania 
German, "Wo kann ich koogla griega?" Wo Kann 1ch koogla griega?" 
(Where can I get bullets?) Another one got down his flint lock shot gun 
and in his haste to load it and light his pipe to calm his nerves at the same 
time, he put the tobacco into his gun and the powder 1nto the pipe. Having 
occasion to use the pipe first, he discovered his mistake by the explosion 
which seriously damaged his eyes .... The old market house then stood in 
the centre of the town where the fountain is now located. This was the 
rallying point and here the excitement and confusion was intense. An old 
sailor had loaded a small swivel with slugs and it was pointed down 
Baltimore Street ready to deal out destruction to the rowdies who were 
momentarily expected to rush into town. Those who had no guns were 
equipped with such formidable weapons as dung forks , pitch forks, corn 
cutters and even scythes. In the midst of the panic some of the infuriated 
people resolved to put Capt. Jenifer out of the way before his rowdy 
Baltimore accomplices would make their assault. One man with a gun in 
his hand said he would like to put 300 bullets into Jenifer.87 
The mob moved towards the hotel with the intention of dragging Captain Jenifer 
out into the streets. "It was determined to handcuff him, but before handcuffs could be 
procured," Captain Abdiel Wirt Eichelberger, President of the Hanover Branch Railroad 
interfered, declaring that it was an indignity to an officer of the Army and a 
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gentleman:•ss "Had it not been for the timely interference" of Captain Eichelberger, and 
a few others "Jenifer would certainly have been murdered in the frenzy of the hour." 
Eichelberger then telegraphed to Harrisburg informing them of Jenifer's capture and 
asked "What shall be done with him?"B9 Perhaps regretting his role in creating the 
panic that was spreading like wildfire, Mayor Kohler determined it would be in the best 
interest of everyone to send the prisoner to York, and he was hurried out of the town. 
When finally Jenifer arrived in York, several influential citizens interceded on his behalf 
and attempted to gain his freedom. He was eventually taken to Harrisburg and met with 
Governor Curtin, who expressed his regret over the entire episode and granted hirn h1s 
release. Walter H. Jenifer then proceeded by rail to Hagerstown and made his way to 
the South, where he did in fact enter into the service of the Confederate Army.90 The 
resignation of Southern born officers from the United States Army was a concern to 
many Northerners, and a topic of discussion in the newspapers of the day. Speaking of 
these men in general and Jen1fer in particular, a Carlisle newspaper stated: "a man that 
will eat the bread of the government, and then forsake it in the hour of need, is not fit to 
die an honorable death."91 
With the removal of Jenifer, the panic in Hanover began to subside. In the 
meantime a number of citizens on horseback had been sent out on the Baltimore Pike 
to ascertain the proximity of the supposed mob. 
After half an hour's absence the scouts returned, stating that there was no 
truth in the report whatever, having gone down to the Maryland line, and 
seeing nothing suspicious enough to create any apprehensions of an 
attack, whatever. On the receipt of this news, the alarm was somewhat 
dispelled. Guards were appointed however, and stationed in the streets 
to prevent against any surprise if there should happen to be any truth in 
the rumor.92 
The idea that the Baltimore Rowdies where close to the outskirts of Hanover may 
seem preposterous to us today, but the events of the previous few days had convinced 
many that such an attack was inevitable. It was commonly believed that it was mob of 
secessionists that had destroyed the bridges along the Northern Central Railroad north 
of Baltimore and cut the telegraph lines.93 And by Sunday, April 21, a large force of 
Pennsylvanians was gathering at Cockeysville, Maryland to protect a crew of railroad 
workers making repairs to the bridge. These soldiers were raw recruits, untrained and 
inexperienced, with only a dozen rounds of ammunition per man. Rumors were 
rampant and many Pennsylvanians became convinced that they were about to be 
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attacked. According to a correspondent of the Lancaster Express who was serving in 
one of the volunteer companies: 
At dark [on Sunday], reports began reaching the camp that six thousand 
men, with eight pieces of artillery, were approaching. These reports came 
in so rapidly and apparently in such an authentic shape, that the men were 
ordered under arms and drawn up in battle array. Scouts also began to 
hover around the camp and on the adjacent hill-tops, and the women and 
children of the village, with what effects they could carry, passed up the 
road. In this situation we remained all night, our arms never leaving our 
hands. There were no tents provided, and the men when too tired to 
stand longer, lay down on the hard ground and snatched a moment's 
sleep. At intervals of about every hour, however, the word "attention!" 
went along the line, and every man was on his feet ready for action .... We 
were all ready, however, to defend ourselves to the last. It was a night of 
most painful suspense and anxiety, and the like of which we are not 
desirous of having repeated. Company K (Jackson Rifles) received the 
second honor in the regiment, being in the extreme left. They did 
excellent service last night, being on their feet all night. Captain 
Hambright formed the company into a square to repel cavalry as a number 
of horsemen were seen lurking about. Lieutenant Weaver was deployed 
to look after a party of horsemen and put them to rout, which caused one 
of the most sudden of the alarms in the camp.94 
In the meantime, the mayor of Baltimore and the governor of Maryland raised 
concerns with President Lincoln that the occupation of Cockeysville by the Pennsylvania 
troops, and the further passage of troops along the railroads into Baltimore, "might 
precipitate a collision , and lead to the secession of the state." Lincoln had some tough 
words for the Marylanders, but thought it best to avoid any more violence. As a result, 
"a retrograde movement was ordered and on Monday morning, the 22, and the 
Pennsylvanians returned to York.95 In the end, the Cockeysville expedition amounted 
to very little. No blood was shed, the railroad was not reopened and the telegraph lines 
were not reestablished. 
Looking back, there is little doubt that the Pennsylvania Militia exaggerated the 
danger on the night of the 21st at Cockeysville. No large force was advancing on their 
camp and there is no evidence that a raid into Pennsylvania was ever considered by the 
Secessionists of Maryland. More than likely it was the reports by the returning 
members of this expedition that fueled the rumors of the Baltimore Rowdies supposed 
attack on Hanover. 
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If the panic had been contained to only Hanover, however, this would be the end 
of our story. Unfortunately, word of the Rowdies travelled "all along the Pennsylvania 
border like a galvanic shock, reaching far beyond the mountains." Legend has it that 
upon hearing the "horrifiC news a lady at New Oxford or East Berlin is said to have died 
of fright." John W. Love was coming towards Hanover in a buggy when he met an old 
female acquaintance about a mile or two from the town. In reply to his inquiry "Why, 
Aunt Polly, what's the matter?" she exclaimed "For God's Sake, turn back! the Baltimore 
rowdies are burning the town, and killing off the people, men, women and children, just 
like flies!"96 As word of the invasion spread, reinforcements were sent to Hanover. 
A great number of country people by this time began to come in, the news 
of the expected attack having got out through the country, creating an 
immense excitement. Nearly all the men in McSherrystown came in, 
bringing with them three kegs of powder for the cannon. The excitement 
then gradually began to lessen, and by twelve o'clock the streets wore a 
very quiet aspect, no persons being out except the guards.97 
Word of the excitement spread not just to McSherrystown but all across Adams 
County. Two men got on a hand car at Hanover and made the 14 mile journey to 
Gettysburg, spreading fear and panic in their wake. New Oxford reacted to the news by 
organizing a company of men "armed with shot guns, pitchforks, shovels and spades," 
and then "sent word up along the line for ammunition." The company was drilled by Dr. 
Michael Diedrich Got lob Peiffer a "Bearded, shaggy haired" Pruss ian immigrant and 
veteran of the Napoleonic Wars "whose face bore a sabre scar; his souvenir of 
Waterloo."98 
By the time the men on the hand car reached Gettysburg, "perspiration was 
rolling off them like rain."99 As luck would have it the men learned that a public rneeting 
was being held at that very moment at the Adams County courthouse on Baltimore 
Street. With the departure of the Independent Blues, earlier that morning, the people of 
Gettysburg suddenly realized that there was no force of militia to protect the town in 
case of danger. "A very large meeting of the citizens" was organized and a Committee 
of Safety was established. The cornrnittee of thirteen townspeople, rnade up of sorne of 
the most prominent citizens of the area, were to initiate measures to ensure that no 
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dispatched at once to her. It was almost impossible to preserve order in 
the meeting, pandemonium reigning supreme. Every man was on his feet 
frantically yelling and shouting "To arms." The crowd immediately poured 
itself out of the doors of the Court House bent on but one purpose--to 
arms. 1D1 
John Charles Will of the Globe Inn was sitting in one of the window sills along the 
north side or Middle Street side of the Court Room. Years later he related a similar 
version of the event. 
They came up to the "Court House" and into the door of the Court room 
crying out "Six hundred came up the Baltimore Pike into Hanover. They 
are burning properties and insult1ng women. They left Hanover and are 
now on the1r way through Oxford and up the Pike to Gettysburg." The 
court room being crowded ... the whole audience at once jumped to their 
feet and ran pel I mel I out of the room and down the street. Men were 
running up and down the streets crying out "to arms" "to arms men" "the 
Rebels are coming up the pike to Gettysburg. They are burning properties 
and insulting women."102 
The Gettysburg Committee of Safety immediately assumed charge of af1airs. 
They organized a strong "Night Guard" and ordered them to the small armory of the 
Independent Blues, which held a quantity of outdated rifles that had been once used by 
the state milltia.103 This armory was apparently located in a warehouse in the alley 
behind the home of John Scott, on the northern side of the first block of Chambersburg 
Street. John Scott was one of Gettysburg's "universally esteemed" and "best known 
citizens." During his lifetime he served in a variety of public positions, including sheriff 
of Adams County from 1851 to 1853. For many years he was a brigade inspector in the 
state militia, and for that reason had possession of the weapons desired by the home 
guard.1 04 Considering the fact that Scott was one of the citizens who had just been 
appointed to the Committee of Safety, he was probably the one who di rected the men to 
the warehouse. 
In 1861, Leander Warren and his family lived on the south side of Railroad Street 
and the backyard of his home was very near to the warehouse in question. In his 
recollections of the Civil War, written many years later, he described an incident which 
supposedly occurred that night as the home guard attempted to retrieve the badly 
needed 1irearms. 
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There was an old warehouse on the alley, to the rear of what is now 
known as the Shoe Shine Parlor, in which was stored a lot of government 
guns that had been used by a company that used to drill for the fun of it. 
When the report came that the mob was coming everyone ran for a gun. 
When they came for the guns, Mrs. [Martha] Scott told them she had 
orders from her husband not to let anyone take any of them, but the men 
paid no attention to her and took them while she stood in the yard with a 
child in her arms, begging them not to take the guns. When they still paid 
no attention to her, she became violently insane and started to throw her 
child in an open well. A man caught her in time and saved the child, who 
lived to be one of our best physicians, while the mother never regained 
her right mind.1 05 
"Everything in the shape of defensive weapons that could be had was placed in 
requisition," and a search for ammunition was taken up.1 06 "The sickening discovery 
was made that the hardware stores had no ammunition in stock, no powder and shot, 
their supply having been very recently exhausted. This added a hundred fold to the 
excitement."1 07 
At some point the guard was assembled and organized, and orders for the 
protection of the town were given. Young Tillie Pierce remembered this as "an amusing 
incident...quite a number of them had assembled to guard the town that night against an 
attack from the enemy. They were 
'armed to the teeth' with old, rusty guns 
and swords, pitchforks, shovels and pick-
axes. Their falling into line, the 
maneuvers, the commands given and 
not heeded, would have done a veteran's 
heart good."1 os 
Patrols were stationed at the 
entrance of every street and alley leading 
into the town.1 09 According to John Will, 
a large force of citizens "armed with all 
kinds of weapons" was sent out York 
Street in the direction of the expected 
attack. Will was most amused by the 
sight of the girls "running up and down 
the streets and the crossings, grabbing 
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their beaus, throwing their arms around them, hanging on to their clothing, dragging 
along with them, crying out and begging them, saying 'Oh! don't. Oh! please don't go.' 
You will be killed."'11D 
Many incidents occurred on the outposts around the town where weary citizen 
soldiers were expected to stay alert and give warning of the first signs of the 
approaching enemy. In later years, the citizens of town would poke fun at each other as 
they related the chaotic events of that night. The password "Scott" was chosen; 
perhaps in honor of John Scott, of the committee of safety, or perhaps in honor of 
Winfield Scott, the commander of the United States Army. Those who approached the 
outpost were challenged by the patrols. One local story related that in the uncertain 
light of the moon, a dark object, presumably a human, approached one of the 
patrolmen, who nervously cried out in challenge, "Halt and give the countersign." No 
answer being received, the guard in alarm called, "Say Scotty or I'll shoot!"111 
The patrolman stationed on Carlisle Street where the road crosses Stevens' Run 
was an "old Dutchman." Another resident of town was riding on horseback north along 
Carlisle Street and onto the Mummasburg Road blowing what was described as on "old 
horn" apparently as a warning to those who were still unaware of the enemy's approach. 
The old Dutchman "being very much frightened he crawled on the foot-log in hiding. 
When the citizen had ridden through the run and had passed him he crawled out and 
pointing his weapon at him crying out: 'Stop Rebel. I'll shoot You."' Great amusement 
was exhibited when it was realized that the old man's weapon consisted of an "old 
broom stick with an old rusty Bayonet stuck on one end of it."112 
Although Pennsylvania College was on break, "the students who were spending 
their vacation at Gettysburg immediately volunteered and with others picketed the roads 
leading to the town."113 According to Henry Eyster Jacobs: 
The western approach to the town from Hagerstown was put in charge of 
two students ... .Their powder supply was limited; but they had sufficient 
lead which they had chopped up with a hatchet into slugs, to do execution 
if properly propelled. Nothing disturbed them until towards morning when 
a countryman was frightened by their challenge. He was bnnging 
supplies from Fairfield. He thought he had a keg of powder. But when 
opened carefully, it proved to be soap!114 
Patrols were sent out from the town of Hanover as well, and some spent the 
entire evening staring into the darkness. Isaac Wise, William Stair and a man named 
Welsh were on picket duty along the Westminster Road. Isaac was persuaded to climb 
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up a tree to see if he could discover any "Rowdies." When asked if could see anything, 
he replied: "It's too dark, but it looks damn suspicious."115 
All this activity threw the town of Gettysburg into chaos and the situation quickly 
began to deteriorate as all sense of reality was lost. "In an incredibly short space of time 
there was not a soul in the town but knew the dread news. Bells were rung and a 
general alarm proclaimed. Almost every house added its inmates to the people on the 
street."116 Professor Michael Jacobs of Pennsylvania College was greeted on the 
streets of town by a widow carrying a large horse pistol. "What are you going to do, 
Madam?" he asked. The widow replied, "Oh, Mr. Jacobs, my husband is in heaven and 
I only wish all my children were there too,"117 An article in the Gettysburg Compiler 
printed in 1908 entitled "The Awful Fright of War," tried to give some idea of the scene 
that occurred that night. 
The inhabitants of Gettysburg began to arm themselves in the most 
curious and extraordinary way that could be imagined. Every gun, 
musket, rifle, old flint lock, pistol 
and revolver was called into 
requisition. The fortunate 
possessors of arms loaned their 
less fortunate neighbors such arms 
as could be spared. It is related 
that one who was the happy 
possessor of an enormous horse 
pistol of ancient pattern, suggested 
as an exigency of war that it should 
be mounted on wheels and used 
as a howitzer. History fails to 
record the effect of this brilliant 
suggestion. Notwithstanding the 
existence of these arms, the pitiful 
truth of their uselessness without 
ammunition made the situation one 
of utmost despair. The many 
without firearms of any kind, 
including the women and children, 
armed themselves with stones, 
scythes, hoes, shovels, pitch forks, 
hatchets, axes, clubs, anything and 
everything that they could put their 
hands upon. One was known to 
have pulled up the previous year's 
crop of bean poles for weapons. 
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Another proposed that as the whole body of the enemy would attack his 
home and in single file attempt to enter he would be ready to sever each 
man's head with a double edged axe. The foe would thus 
accommodatingly allow itself to be ambushed and exterminated. Many 
women made fresh fires, heating water to scalding point, prepared from 
the upper windows to give the intruders a hot reception. As motley a 
collection of arms as were ever heard of became the fondled and precious 
weapons of the people and over each was crowned an invocation to the 
protection of the town and its homes.118 
The African American population of Gettysburg was also thrown 1nto a state of 
panic as a result of the events of April 22. That Gettysburg blacks might be kidnapped 
and sold into slavery was an honest and real threat. Reflecting the common intolerance 
of the day, however, their plight was not taken seriously by their white neighbors. The 
reminiscences of Tillie Pierce are typical of the time period. 
On these occasions it was also amusing to behold the conduct of the 
colored people of the town. Gettysburg had a goodly number of them. 
They regarded the Rebels as having an especial hatred toward them , and 
believed that if they fell into their hands, annihilation was sure. These 
folks mostly lived in the southwestern part of the town , and their flight was 
invariably down Breckenridge Street and Baltimore Street, and toward the 
woods on and around Gulp's Hill. I can see them yet; men and women 
with bundles as large as old-fashioned feather ticks slung across their 
backs, almost bearing them to the ground. Children also, carrying their 
bundles, and striving in vain to keep up with their seniors. The greatest 
consternation was depicted on all their countenances as they hurried 
along; crowding, and running against each other in their confusion; 
children stumbling, falling and crying. Mothers, anxious for their offspring, 
would stop for a moment to hurry them up saying: "fo ' de Lad's sake, you 
chi/len, cum right long quick! If dem Rebs dun kotch you, dey tear you 
all up;" and similar expressions. These terrible warnings were sure to 
have the desired effect; for, with their eyes open wider than ever, they 
were not long 1n hastening their steps.119 
Another civilian who wrote of that night remarked: 
A large portion of the Negro population in pitiable despair picked up, some 
a bed, some a pillow, others blankets, anything that they could place their 
hands upon of their meager household stores, and were off--anywhere to 
the north to the woods. Some of the timid whites followed the example of 
their darker brethren. The streets of the town became the scenes of the 
wildest confusion, alarm and consternation. 120 
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The Gettysburg Committee of Safety dispatched messengers that night to 
neighboring villages for men, arms and powder. "The messengers who went to different 
parts of the county, aroused the population, and men and arms came in during the 
night, in answer to the call." The northern part of the county was particularly well 
represented.121 At 10 p.m. word reached Bendersville, 11 m1les north of Gettysburg. 
William Wilson of that town was told that "Hanover was burned by the Southern army 
and that Gettysburg would be next."122 Clinton M. Swope and seven other men of the 
town volunteered to go to Gettysburg armed with "rifles, shot guns, revolvers, knives, 
&c.," but within a few miles of the town they "were informed that the rumor was 
unfounded" and returned home.123 And Bendersville was not the only town to answer 
to the call. "Farmers came riding into town from all directions armed with all kinds of 
arms, ancient and modern."124 
As the night advanced the faint tap tap of the drum mingled with the shrill 
cry of the fife was heard. It was not the enemy. It was as though the 
eternal city had been imperiled and the Romans to a man arose to protect 
her, so did the country round about respond, each village and hamlet with 
their quota of volunteers, pouring into Gettysburg, the county seat, to her 
protection, to the strains of martial music. The messengers returned with 
all the ammunition that could be obtained. The town was preparing for a 
state of siege. No one thought of sleep.1 25 
One of the factors that added to the confusion that night was the lack of accurate 
information as to the situation in Hanover. At that time there was no telegraph in 
Gettysburg, and the only reports coming in were those brought by messengers on 
horseback. Finally, an engine was fired up at the depot and two men ran it over the 
railroad to Hanover to learn the true state of affairs. At Granite Station a few miles from 
town, Robert Bell and several others climbed above the tender with a "keg of powder," 
apparently in response to the request of New Oxford for ammunition.126 When the 
locomotive finally reached that town, word was beginning to circulate that the mob did 
not exist. At 11 o'clock they returned to Gettysburg.127 
As the locomotive came to a stop in the town, it was immediately 
surrounded by a large number of anxious people. The intelligence 
brought was that the Rebels existed only in imagination, that previous 
reports were false. A sigh of relief passed through the town, yet while 
some believed, many were incredulous and not until dawn of day did the 
fea r of invasion gradually vanish.1 2B 
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When the crowd of defenders were finally dismissed and sent to their homes 
early on the morning of April 23, they were enthusiastically cheered by the citizens of 
Gettysburg in whose defense they had been summoned.129 Meanwhile, a message 
was received by Captain Charles H. Buehler at Camp Scott in York. The Independent 
Blues were not yet officially mustered 1n and so were still free to go where they pleased. 
The note, sent by the Adjutant General of Pennsylvania, stated that "In view of existing 
rumors relating to the invasion of your county, you had better return and protect your 
homes." Without informing anyone of the telegram, Buehler quickly hopped a train to 
Harrisburg to learn for himself the accuracy of the rumors. One can only imagine the 
further embarrassment that would have ensued had the whole company returned to 
Gettysburg to defend the town against an imaginary enerny.13D 
At least the citizens of Gettysburg could take solace in the fact that they were not 
alone in their overreaction to the rumors. There was continuous excitement in 
Chambersburg at that time due to the Confederate buildup in Northern Virginia.131 At 
one point a rumor circulated that a thousand Cherokee Indians with tomahawks, 
scalping knives and rifles were assembling at Harper's Ferry in preparation for a raid of 
the Cumberland Valley.132 In Harrisburg, word was spread that Southern sympathizers 
had poisoned the city's water supply. Although the report was quickly dismissed, it "had 
its effect." Many people would only use well water and "such a panic was created that it 
was deemed necessary to place a guard around the basin." "In times like these," 
reported the Harrisburg Patriot and Union, "it requires but little to inaugurate a reign of 
terror, and people who circulate false reports of any kind to inflame the public mind, 
assume a fearful responsibility."133 In Lancaster, "a most ridiculous and mischievous 
story" was circulated when some bad yeast was used by a baker and his bread did not 
rise. In relating the story, the Lancaster Express , noted, "In times like these, when 
every mind is on the full stretch of excitement , people should be cautious about 
crediting and Circulating the innumerable idle rumors set afloat."134 The Adams 
Sentinel was quick to point out that the panic had not been isolated to Gettysburg and 
had spread all across the region. 
[At] the time of great excitement here from the rumor of the raid upon 
Hanover, the same apprehensions were felt at Frederick and Carlisle; the 
latter preparing for defense against Marylanders, and the former against 
Pennsylvanians. The same kind of excited feeling that was evinced here, 
was even stronger in those places--so that if folks laugh at us, we can 
return the compliment. At Carlisle , the bells were rung , the drums beat to 
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arms, and in a short time the volunteer companies were forming in the 
square. The streets were crowded, and women and children during the 
night were preparing to move at short notice. The number had swelled to 
5,000 secessionists, who had burnt Hanover, and were in full march to 
Carlisle. One infantry company marched to Mt. Holly, but returned without 
finding the enemy. The report all arose from the alarm given by those 
persons on the hand-car which came up that night, which set the country 
in a blaze, and reached Carlisle in a magnified manner.135 
The Carlisle newspapers confirm the incident as printed 1n the Sentinel, giving 
the impression of a scene very similar to that which occurred in the streets of 
Gettysburg. Apparently, the same men who rode the hand car over to Gettysburg were 
the ones who caused the alarm in Carlisle. At some point along the way they passed 
their information to a man on horseback who rode into York Springs with the news and 
from there a rider relayed the information northward. It was 1 A.M. on April 23, before 
the messenger reached the town "with the startling intelligence that 5000 secessionists 
were in full march towards Carlisle and had fired the town of Hanover."136 
According to the Carlisle Herald, 
Absurd as the story was, it caused the greatest alarm and excitement. 
The bells were rung, the drums were beat to arms, and in a short time the 
volunteer companies were forming in the square. The streets were 
crowded with our citizens while women and children were preparing to 
move at short notice. By 3 o'clock, the alarm had subsided, when another 
messenger arrived confirming the story of the fwst, and stating that he had 
been sent to procure ammunition. These men were highly respectable, 
known to many of our citizens, and it was evident they had been imposed 
on, or there was some foundation for the rumor. The consequence was a 
greater degree of excitement than ever, until communication was opened 
by telegraph with York, and assurance given that nothing was known of it 
there. Finally the people became satisfied that the report had originated in 
some ridiculous mistake and retired.137 
The American Volunteer of Carlisle added that "women and children were 
weeping 1n all directions, and the excitement exceeded anything we ever witnessed .... A 
number of children were taken from their beds and hurried out of town ... Our whole 
people, old and young, were in a wild state of alarm until long after day-light."138 Before 
the alarm was proved to be false , however, a company of the newly formed home guard 
was in fact sent to Mt. Holly Gap to intercept the marauders. Thirteen year-old James 
Sullivan of Carlisle was a member of this company and years later he described the 
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events that occurred early that morning. In h1s memoirs, he referred to the incident, 
somewhat sarcastically, as the "Battle of Papertown." 
Capt. Robert McCartney's company, its members roused from their sleep 
before dawn by messengers and the courthouse bell, was--1 presume by 
proper military authority--dispatched the five miles afoot to the Holly Pass, 
there to dispute its seizure by "rapidly on-coming Confederate raiders." I 
helped to call from their beds some of the men in the north-east quarter, 
Bedford and louther [Streets]. "What's the matter?" a querulous voice 
from an upper window, after a banging at the street door. Reply from the 
important youthful courier from the army: "Capt. McCartney's company 
has orders to march to the front at once!" The company was soon moving 
in good order southward in Hanover Street.. .. Summing up, the company's 
achievements of the day were no more than marching out and marching 
back, the raiding enemy proving a figment of a rumor monger's 
imagination. At that stage of the war, baseless reports--of battles, of town-
burnings, of horrible massacres, of treacherous surrenders--were every-
day sensations in our town so near the Mason and Dixon boundary.139 
Written in 1886, the History of Cumberland County referred to the affair as "one 
of those little comedies in the real tragedy of war." 
The report reached here that the Confederate Army was advancing; that 
they were marching towards Holly Gap from Hanover Junction, that the 
Carlisle Barracks was one of their objective points, and that they were 
spreading desolation without delay and consternation with ruthless hands. 
A company, quickly organized, under Capt. Robert McCartney, of Carlisle, 
marched to protect the village. Upon reaching the town they took a 
fortified position in the Gap, ready to sweep like a bosom of destruction 
upon the foe. To achieve th1s mighty victory ... and to immortalize 
themselves like those sturdy Spartans 1n a pass of old, they came with 
flint-lock muskets, many minus locks, and others armed with knives for 
closer conflict in the mountain passes. The company had come prepared 
to die in the last ditch, and many of the farmers joined to show "the mettle 
of their pasture;" but after holding peaceable possession of the Gap, they 
finally concluded that the reports which had disturbed them were untrue, 
and when the first rays of the morning sun had dispelled both the mists of 
the mountain and the fears of invasion, they departed, some of them, we 
have no doubt, reluctantly, to their homes, where some remained, having 
no doubt become unfitted to perform further military duty on account of 
disease contracted at the bloodless battle ol Mount Holly Gap.140 
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Not so humorous for the citizens of Carlisle, was "a distressing and fatal 
accident" which occurred at Mt. Holly the morning of the 23rd. Nineteen year old 
William Beetem and a friend had proceeded to Papertown in a buggy along with 
Captain McCartney's Company. As the troops were preparing to return to Carlisle, 
"young Beetem proposed to receive a number of their muskets in his buggy, and bring 
them into town. In placing the guns in the vehicle, one of thern discharged, the ball 
passing through the body, and, as supposed, through the heart of the unfortunate lad." 
William Beetem died almost instantly, the only casualty of a battle that was never 
1ought.141 
The events that followed over the next few years of the war overshadowed the 
chaos and confusion of "the night of terror," but the lessons learned would never be 
lorgotten. Years later, Tillie P1erce wrote, "I have often sat and listened to these well-
meaning citizens laugh over the contemplation of their comical aspect."142 William A. 
Mcilhenny noted that the "altair only showed how ridiculous people will make 
themselves under excitement."143 And John Will, in his reminiscences wrote that he 
"always believed" that the whole affair was a "joke played on the citizens of Gettysburg 
by some of the Hanover wags."144 When the story of the events of April22 , 1861 was 
retold in the Gettysburg Compiler in 1908, the incident was referred to as "The First 
Battle of Gettysburg ... one which had no other known origin than that of growing out of 
the feverish state prevailing throughout the nation those first days of the war."1 45 
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